《The Mysterious CEO》
13. I don’t think it is a smart way to insult my girlfriend in front of me
"Who so ever you are, just change this outfit and leave". Sale assistant said coldly.
Lu Xuelon was very happy to see this good show, after all, she finally showed Lu Lan
low status.
"I want to buy this dress and the rest of the dresses. It would be better for you to start
wrapping" Lu Lan said and turned towards the counter.
Suddenly, Lu Xuelon stopped her "Ohh… MY GOD SIS… It turns out that you have
become someone's mistress".
Lu Lan was so frustrated that she wanted to slap Lu Xuelon for talking nonsenses.
"So she is a mistress. No wonder why she was so confident" Sale assistant looked
knowingly.

"Sis at least you should think about our family. I know you don't like us but think
about grandfather, he loves you so much and now if he knows that you have become a
mistress. What will happen to him?" Lu Xuelon said loudly and was trying to look pity
so that all people nearby could hear that.
In few minutes, more and more people were gathering to see a good show.

"For the money, selling yourself is no big deal nowadays for these girls!"

"I wonder who her's patron is. Is he sixty or seventy??"
"Hahaha..."
"I am even more reluctant to admit that this kind of person was willing to sleep with a
man older than her father".

"Ohh…Really…" A male voice stood out among the noise, sounding deep and mellow,
followed by steady footsteps.
"Bro Li…"
"President Si"
"President Si"
"What did you just say Miss Lu, he…he is President Si" Sale assistant asked Lu
Xuelon. Si Li was the one who purchased all the items at that time she didn't his
identity but now after knowing that this person was Si Li, CEO of Si Corporation, sale
assistant started panic.
"Yes… Yes…" Lu Xuelon hurriedly replied then ran towards Si Li and as bashful as a
little girl "Bro Li….How come you are here?"
SeeingLu Xuelon, Lu Lan was so impressed by Lu Xuelon's suddenly change
behaviour that she wanted to applaud.
Si Li ignored her and walk towards Lu Lan put his arm on her shoulder "I don't think it
is a smart way to insult my girlfriend in front of me".
Lu Lan blackly looked at Si Li 'Girlfriend… Didn't he agree to keep our marriage
secret., now what is this.....?'
"sob"
"And you, I don't think you like job" Si Li coldly glanced at sale assistant.
"Pres… President Si…please forget me. It won't happen next time" Sale assistant body
started shaking.
"There is no next time" Si Li said coldly.
"So, she is President Si's girlfriend!" One of the onlookers exclaimed.
"No wonder. They are the perfect match."
"Girlfriend…"Lu Xuelon could not get over the shock.
Seeing Lu Xuelon in shocked, Lu Lan smile and hug him "Darling, why did you take
so much time?"

